All colloquia will be held on Thursdays at 5:30 pm

September 20, 2018:  **Carlos Cisneros** (U. of Chicago)
http://home.uchicago.edu/~cisneros/
Title: “Variation in the association of uniqueness and familiarity with definiteness marking strategy”
Location: SAR (635 Commonwealth Ave.) 101

October 4, 2018:  **Athulya Aravind** (Harvard U.)
http://web.mit.edu/aaravind/www/
Title: “Context-sensitivity and count nouns: the view from child language”
Location: SAR (635 Commonwealth Ave.) 101

October 18, 2018:  **Snejana lovtcheva** (MIT)
http://linguistics.mit.edu/user/snejana/
Title: “Possessive constructions: Syntactic puzzles in English and beyond”
Location: SAR (635 Commonwealth Ave.) 101

December 6, 2018:  **Sharese King** (U. of Chicago)
http://shareseking.wixsite.com/mysite
Title: “On constructing regional and racial identity: Investigating stylistic variation in Rochester, New York”
Location: CILSE (610 Commonwealth Ave.) 101